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Reservoir engineersestimate how much oil or gas can be recovered from underground

deposits, known as reservoirs. They study reservoirs characteristics and determine which

methods will get the most oil or gas out of the reservoirs.

Job description

As a Reservoir engineer you will be responsible for utilizing broad Reservoir engineering

experience to inform reserves estimation, resources progression and the appropriate

Reservoir management activities and/or Carbon storage plans are implemented

You will have the opportunity to work across BP global portfolio on projects as diverse as early

field development offshore West Africa, large-scale waterflood developments in the

Caspian Sea and Middle East and global screening and development of Carbon Capture

and Storage (CCS) fields

You will be responsible for supporting region decisions on reserves estimation, Reservoir

management, and production forecasting

What you will deliver

Work closely with the regions across the globe, utilizing broad classical Reservoir engineering

methods to properly analyze and integrate wells and Reservoir data into the team s current

understanding.

Conduct classical Reservoir engineering analyses, integrating rate and pressure transient
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analysis, material balance, decline curve and volumetric analyses into Reservoir evaluation

and reserves estimation.

Provide sound Reservoir Engineering technical analysis, judgement, and guidance to support

identification, evaluation, and progression of value-generating resources.

Provide technical support and guidance in delivery of projects and progression of resources.

Apply Reservoir engineering concepts to understand and optimize the production and recovery,

Including Rock and fluid properties, relative permeability, and depletion mechanisms.

Promote hydrocarbon resources progression by assessing surveillance and analogue data,

development activities and materiality, and working across multi-disciplines to provide input

and justification for reserves/resources estimation and reporting, following company s

guidelines.

Ensure subsurface products align to be s technical expectations for reserves estimation.

Collaborate with engineers in global teams to analyze field performance and advise on

improving recovery.
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